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Abstract: The recently discovered strongly anti-Gram-positive
lipolanthines represent a new group of lipidated, ribosomally
synthesized and post-translationally modified peptides
(RiPPs). They are bicyclic octapeptides with a central quater-
nary carbon atom (avionin), which is installed through the
cooperative action of the class-III lanthipeptide synthetase
MicKC and the cysteine decarboxylase MicD. Genome mining
efforts indicate a widespread distribution and unprecedented
biosynthetic diversity of lipolanthine gene clusters, combining
elements of RiPPs, polyketide and non-ribosomal peptide
biosynthesis. Utilizing NMR spectroscopy, we show that
a (qxx)qxxqxxq (q = L, I, V, M or T) motif, which is conserved
in the leader peptides of all class-III and -IV lanthipeptides,
forms an amphipathic a-helix in MicA that destines the peptide
substrate for enzymatic processing. Our results provide general
rules of substrate recruitment and enzymatic regulation during
lipolanthine maturation. These insights will facilitate future
efforts to rationally design new lanthipeptide scaffolds with
antibacterial potency.

Introduction

Ribosomally synthesized and post-translationally modi-
fied peptides (RiPPs) represent a rapidly expanding and
structurally diverse group of natural products. They are
characterized by ribosomal synthesis of a precursor peptide,
which undergoes structural modifications by one or multiple
maturation enzymes.[1] The common feature in RiPP biosyn-
thesis is that the precursor peptide, encoded within the
biosynthesis gene cluster (BGC), consists of an N-terminal
leader peptide (LP) region, necessary for molecular recog-
nition by the corresponding enzymes, and a C-terminal core
peptide (CP) region, which is post-translationally modified.[1]

In general, the processed CP is then proteolytically cleaved
from the LP and the mature natural product exported out of
the cell. At present,> 20 RiPP classes have been described, of
which the lanthipeptides represent the largest and most
intensively studied group[2,3] and often show promising
bioactivities, e.g., antibacterial (nisin)[4] or antiviral (labyrin-
thopeptin).[5–8] Their unifying feature is the post-translational
installation of the thioether-containing amino acids (methyl)-
lanthionine ((Me)Lan), (methyl)labionin ((Me)Lab) and
most recently avionin (Avi, Figure 1a).[5, 9,10] The lanthipep-
tides can be further divided into four classes, based on their
respective modification enzyme(s),[1] of which class-III
(LanKC) and class-IV (LanL) lanthipeptide synthetases each
consist of a lyase, kinase and cyclase domain, with the latter
either containing (LanL) or lacking (LanKC) a ZnII cofactor
(Figure 1c). The multifunctional LanKC and LanL enzymes
install thioethers through phosphorylation (kinase activity) of
Ser/Thr sidechains and subsequent elimination (lyase activity)
yielding dehydroalanine (Dha) or dehydrobutyrine (Dhb),
respectively. A subsequent intramolecular Michael-type ad-

Figure 1. Biosynthesis of lipolanthines. a) Structures of the character-
istic amino acids labionin, lanthionine, avionin and aminovinylcysteine
occurring in lanthipeptides. b) Microvionin biosynthesis pathway and
involved biosynthetic enzymes. c) Schematic representation of tri-
modular class-III (LanKC) and -IV (LanL) lanthipeptide synthetases in
combination with a cysteine decarboxylase (LanD). d) Microvionin
BGC with lanthipeptide-synthetase and precursor peptide genes (cor-
al), cysteine decarboxylase (blue), PKS related genes (purple), and
exporter gene (green) highlighted.
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dition of a Cys residue to the b-carbon of Dha/Dhb yields
Lan/MeLan (cyclase activity), whereas Lab/MeLab is formed,
if a second Dha/Dhb is involved.[1, 11,12]

The biosynthesis of certain lanthipeptides requires the
additional involvement of a cysteine decarboxylase (LanD),
which acts on a C-terminal cysteine, rendering aminovinyl-
cysteine (AviCys) instead of Lan or avionin (Avi) instead of
Lab (Figure 1a).[4, 9,13] Interestingly all AviCys- and Avi-
containing (lanthi)peptides characterized so far exhibited
strong bioactivities, and many have been or still are inves-
tigated as drug candidates, such as gallidermin and epidermin
(treatment of skin disorders),[13, 14] mutacin B-NY266 (treat-
ment of vancomycin resistant enterococcus, VRE)[15, 16] or
microvionin (treatment of methicilin-resistant Staphylococ-
cus aureus, MRSA).[9]

We recently discovered the lipolanthines as a novel type
of class-III lanthipeptides with strong anti-MRSA bioactivity.
They are bicyclic octapeptides with a central avionin scaffold
synthesized from a conserved SxxSxxC motif, and an N-
terminal, polyketide synthase (PKS)-derived dimethylguani-
dino fatty acid (MGFA, Figure 1 b). The avionin moiety in
microvionin, the first isolated lipolanthine, depends on the
cooperative action of the class-III lanthipeptide synthetase
MicKC and the cysteine decarboxylase MicD.[9] The subse-
quent LP-removal however remained to be investigated, since
no corresponding peptidase was identified that could account
for LP-removal prior to MGFA attachment.[9] Many RiPP
BGCs do contain dedicated peptidases,[17] however for class-
III and class-IV lanthipeptides the responsible enzymes
remained elusive until recently. The Zn-dependent peptidase
AplP, involved in the maturation of the class-III lanthipeptide
NAI-112, was shown to have exo- and endopeptidase
activity.[18] Homologous genes were found in all lanthipeptide
producers in which they are mostly encoded outside of
corresponding BGCs, which is likely also the reason for the
missing peptidase gene within the mic-BGC. Identification of
the responsible peptidases for microvionin biosynthesis is
especially important, since LP removal is a prerequisite for
MGFA attachment.

A thorough understanding of lipolanthine/lanthipeptide
biosynthesis and its regulation is therefore essential to
increase production yields and to engineer variants with
improved pharmacological properties. The fundamental step
in any RiPP maturation is the specific recruitment of the
precursor peptide substrate by the modifying enzyme(s)
through molecular recognition of the cognate LP.[19, 20] Recent
studies have already addressed some aspects of LP recog-
nition in various classes of prokaryotic RiPPs.[20, 21] This led to
the proposal of designated RiPP precursor peptide recogni-
tion elements (RREs) in multiple modifying enzymes (e.g.,
lasso peptides, linear-azoline containing peptides and thio-
peptides).[21] For lanthipeptides however, only the dehydra-
tase NisB (Nisin) has been experimentally shown to contain
an RRE, which recognizes a conserved F-D/N-L-N/D motif
found in various class-I lanthipeptide LPs, whereas no RRE
was identified in class-II, -III or -IV lanthipeptide systems
yet.[10, 21] Even though earlier studies suggested that the LPs of
class-I lanthipeptides adopt a helical structure,[22] the recent
crystallization of the dehydratase NisB (nisin) together with

the corresponding precursor peptide NisA revealed the LP to
adopt a b-strand conformation instead, in which it binds to
and thus extends an existing three-stranded antiparallel b-
sheet in NisB.[23] For class-III lanthipeptides, a conserved N-
terminal LLDLQ motif was proposed in the LP of stack-
epeptin and related lanthipeptides,[24] whereas Mgller et al.
observed a-helical properties of the labyrinthopeptin precur-
sor peptide by circular dichroism (CD)-spectroscopy, yet only
in the presence of trifluoroethanol (TFE), which is known as
a strong and non-native helix formation inducer.[6, 25] Hence,
knowledge about recognition motifs in LPs in most lanthi-
peptide classes ultimately lacks conclusive structural data.
Herein, we present an in-depth study on LP recognition,
proteolytic cleavage and enzymatic regulation during proc-
essing of lipolanthine precursors with implications for all
class-III and -IV lanthipeptides and LanD-dependent sys-
tems.

Results and Discussion

Genome Mining for Lipolanthine BGCs

Previous studies on the microvionin biosynthesis revealed
eight additional lipolanthine BGCs which indicated two
distinct gene cluster subtypes (variation in PKS genes) and
led to the isolation of nocavionin from Nocardia terpenica.[9]

Based on these results and motivated by the strong anti-
bacterial activity of the lipolanthines, we conducted an
exhaustive genome mining to determine the distribution of
lipolanthines in actinobacterial genomes. This effort yielded
> 80 lipolanthine BGCs (Figure 2a), encompassing 48 unique
CP sequences and multiple gene clusters which differ
significantly from the previously described subtype I (type-I
PKS) and subtype II (single-standing PKS) (Figure 2b).[9]

The analysis of the CP sequences confirmed the character-
istic SxxSxxC motif encoding for the avionin scaffold, as well
as a broad sequence diversity, including aromatic as well as
charged amino acid (aa) residues (Figure 3a). Moreover, we
found CP variants with additional C-terminal residues
following the conserved Cys, for which the corresponding
BGC subtype, which is prevalent in various Streptomyces
species, lacks the cysteine decarboxylase (lanD) homolog, and
thus very likely yields lipolanthines with a labionin instead of
an avionin moiety (Table S3 in the Supporting Information,
Figure 3a).

Further structural differences comprise the variations of
MGFA biosynthesis genes, either encoding single-standing
PKS and/or NRPS enzymes, a type-I PKS or a combination of
both. We also found diverse tailoring enzymes such as
glycosyltransferases, cytochrome P450 monooxygenases and
ATP-Grasp domain containing enzymes. Hence, the combi-
nation of all these biosynthetic genes suggests the potential to
produce lipolanthines with an unprecedented structural
diversity (Table S4). Based on these observations, we propose
two additional subtypes of lipolanthines: Subtype III encom-
passes all BGCs lacking the cysteine decarboxylase, whereas
subtype IV employs a combination of single-standing PKS
proteins and a type-I PKS, which differs from the previously
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described system. While subtype-I lipolanthine BGCs encode
a type-I PKS with a NRPS-type adenylation (A)-peptidyl
carrier protein (PCP) loading domain (predicted to activate

guanidinoacetic acid), the newly described lipolanthine sub-
type IV utilizes a discrete fatty-acyl AMP ligase (FL) instead
of an A-domain to load the starting acyl-carrier protein
(ACP) of the type-I PKS (Figure 2b).[26] Finally, two BGCs
differed significantly from these subtypes, since they are
predicted to employ multidomain NRPS systems to introduce
the guanidino moiety (Figure 2b). Taken together these
results characterize the lipolanthines as a hybrid of diverse
natural product classes, combining biosynthetic features from
RiPPs, polyketides, NRPs and polysaccharides. This structural
diversity thus offers great prospects for engineering ap-
proaches and the discovery of novel lead structures.

Figure 2. Genome mining of lipolanthines. a) Maximum-likelihood phy-
logeny of lipolanthines and selected class-III LanKCs (orange) with
class-IV LanLs (pink) as the outgroup. Lipolanthine subtypes I (green),
II (red), III (black) and IV (blue) and unique BGCs (light blue).
Asterisks indicate strains whose PKS systems are depicted in panel
(b). S. = Streptomyces; A. = Actinosynnema ; M. =Microbacterium ;
ps.= pseudoverticillatus ; C.= Clavibacter b) Lipolanthine subtypes and
examples, defined through the presence of the lanD gene and the
encoded PKS enzymes. Example PKS domains from all subtypes (Fla,
Noc, Lyd, Bic and Vwi) depicted to the right. KS= Ketosynthase; ACP/
PCP= Acyl/peptidyl carrier protein; AT = Acyltransferase; KR =Ketore-
ductase; DH = Dehydratase; TE = Thioesterase; OR = Oxidoreductase;
MT= Methyltransferase; CL= CoA-Ligase; ER = Enoylreductase;
DS= Desaturase; FL = Fatty-acyl-AMP ligase; A = Adenylation domain;
C = Condensation domain.

Figure 3. Sequence variations of lipolanthine precursor peptides.
a) Amino acid variations within lipolanthine CPs. Numbers indicate
the occurrence of an amino acid at this position from all 128 CPs,
whereas the color indicates aliphatic (cyan), acidic (red), basic (blue),
polar (orange) and aromatic (purple) properties. b) Sequence align-
ment of selected lipolanthine LPs together with class-III (LabA1-2,
StaA, EryA, CurA) and class-IV (VenA, SgdA, StcA) LPs. The conserved
(q0xx)q1xxq2xxq3 motif is highlighted. For an extended alignment
including all lipolanthine LPs, see Figure S1. ST = Subtype.
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Secondary Structure of Lipolanthine LPs

In order to identify potentially conserved recognition
motifs, the LP sequences of all putative lipolanthines were
aligned with selected class-III and class-IV lanthipeptide LP
sequences (Figure 3b and S1). Even though a stretch of seven
amino acids is generally well conserved, all investigated LPs
share the same q1xxq2xxq3 motif, where q represents an
aliphatic aa (I, L, V or M and rarely T, see below) and “x” any
canonical aa. For some precursor peptides this sequence is N-
terminally elongated thus rendering a q0xxq1xxq2xxq3 motif,
which is particularly prevalent in LPs of subtype-I lipolan-
thines and class-IV lanthipeptides (Figure 3b). At the C-
terminal q3 position, this motif exhibits an even broader aa
diversity, also allowing for Thr residues. The above-men-
tioned results revise the N-terminal LLDLQ motif previously
proposed by Jungmann et al.[24] of which only two Leu
residues (positions q1 and q2) are conserved (Figure 3 b).

The secondary-structure prediction for the leader peptide
of MicA (MicALP) suggested a tendency to adopt an a-helical
conformation (Figure S2), in particular involving the con-
served qxxqxxq motif. This finding is in agreement with
software-based predictions for class-IV lanthipeptides by
Hegemann et al. , who also suggested the formation of an a-
helix within the LP of class-IV lanthipeptides.[11] To inves-
tigate the formation of a recognition a-helix in LanA
precursor peptides, MicALP (M. arborescens, microvionin,
subtype II), NocALP (N. terpenica, nocavionin, subtype II) and
FlaALP (Streptomyces (S.) flavochromogenes, unknown prod-
uct, subtype I) were chemically synthesized and their
secondary structure propensities analyzed by CD and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy under various
conditions. CD spectroscopy in aqueous solutions revealed
that MicALP partially adopted a-helical conformations co-
inciding with lower temperatures and lower pH values
(Figure S4–5), with a maximal a-helical content of 20% for
MicALP (Table S7). By contrast, NocALP and FlaALP exhibited
mostly random-coil structures with very limited (3–6%) a-
helical contributions (Tables S8–9).

To exactly determine the localization of the predicted a-
helix, we analyzed all three LPs in solution at pH 4.5 by
means of 2D NMR spectroscopy (see Figure 4, Tables S10–12
and Figures S74–83 for NMR spectra and resonance assign-
ments). For MicALP a comprehensive analysis of relevant
NMR parameters such as chemical shifts d1H and d13C, scalar
coupling constants 3JHnHa, as well as nuclear Overhauser
enhancement (NOE) patterns unambiguously identified
a two-turn a-helix formed by residues Leu-17 to Asp-10

(Figure 4b). It is important to mention, that this a-helix
comprises the conserved q1xxq2xxq3 motif and has amphi-
pathic character with residues Leu-17(q1), Leu-14(q2), Leu-11(q3)
and residues Glu-16, Glu-13 and Asp-10 representing the hydro-
phobic and negatively-charged patches of the a-helix, re-
spectively (Figure 4b and S3).

As observed by CD spectroscopy, temperature-dependent
NMR experiments likewise demonstrated that the a-helical
structure of MicALP is stabilized at lower temperatures
(Figure S74). NMR analysis of both NocALP and FlaALP

revealed that they are conformationally much less defined

than MicALP. This observation is in agreement with secon-
dary-structure predictions, which indicated the highest a-
helical propensity for MicALP and the lowest for FlaALP

(Figure S2). The overall lower a-helical propensity of FlaALP

may be ascribed to the presence of Gly-12 and b-branched
amino acids such as Ile-16 and Thr-11 within the qxxqxxqxxq

motif (Figure S2).[30] Nevertheless, secondary structure pro-
pensity (SSP) scores,[31] that rely on chemical shift information
and that are very sensitive to small populations of secondary
structures within a conformational ensemble, suggested that
there is also a-helical propensity for NocALP, again encom-
passing the qxxqxxqxxq motif (Figure S2). A hypothetical
helical-wheel representation of NocALP shows that its poten-

Figure 4. Structural characterization of MicALP. a) Amino acid conser-
vation within all lipolanthine LPs illustrated as a WebLogo.[27] The
q1xxq2xxq3 motif is highlighted. b) Summary of NMR parameters
relevant for secondary structure assignment of MicALP at pH 4.5 and
277 K: Analysis of i) Chemical shifts via programs TALOS + [28] and
CSI3.0,[29] ii) Scalar coupling constants 3JHnHa and iii) characteristic
NOE contacts between nuclei HN, Ha and Hb (dXY). Filled circles
indicate a-helical conformation. Rectangles represent dipolar interac-
tions between indicated nuclei of the connected residues with the line-
width being inversely proportional to the interatomic distance. The
helical segment is shown at the bottom. c)–d) Influence of amino-acid
replacements through Ala (c) or Pro (d) in the LP region of MicA on
enzymatic processing of its CP. Filled circles indicate no significant
changes with respect to wildtype MicA, whereas crosses represent
variants for which no avionin formation was observed by MS. The
assays have been performed using MicKC and MicD either separately
or in combination.
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tial a-helix would also be of amphipathic character, although
with a different arrangement of hydrophobic and charged
patches compared to MicALP (Figure S3). In consequence, we
postulate that free LanA precursor peptides of lipolanthines
are rather flexible in nature with a varying degree of inherent
a-helical propensity in the LP region. We suspect that a-helix
formation/stabilization may mostly be triggered upon inter-
action with the binding partner LanKC. If this mechanism is
specific for lipolanthines or rather represents a general
feature of class-III and -IV lanthipeptides, as unequivocally
suggested by sequence conservation (Figure S1), has to be
shown in future experiments. Furthermore, the organization
of the helical amphipathicity might explain the specific
recruitment of precursor peptides to their cognate modifying
enzyme (Figure S3) and thus represents an important param-
eter for rational engineering approaches.

It is noteworthy that the SSP scores for MicALP indicate
an a-helical propensity also C-terminally from the qxxqxxq

motif (Figure S2) thus potentially extending the a-helix in
MicALP by two additional turns (Leu-17 to Ala-5). We cannot
rule out that MicA would indeed adopt such an elongated a-
helix in its complex with MicKC, but sequence alignments for
all lipolanthine LPs illustrate a rather high abundance of the
a-helix breakers Pro and Gly at positions -8 and -7,
respectively (Figure 4a and S1). Furthermore, considering
the current knowledge of domain-domain arrangements in
class-II lanthipeptide synthetases,[32] we expect that a flexible
linker region of only three to four residues between the
recognition a-helix and the actual substrate (CP) might be too
short to allow for proper substrate shuttling between three
catalytic centers with hypothetical distances of about 20–
30 c, as shown for the class-II synthetase CylM (PDB:
5DZT).[32] This may only be partially compensated by highly
mobile LP binding elements in LanKCs, that could basically
function as substrate translocators, for example, similar to
peptidyl-carrier protein domains in NRPS.[33] Future struc-
tural biology studies on LanKC-LanA complexes may answer
these questions.

LP Recognition and Enzymatic Processing of Lipolanthines

Our structural data demonstrate the rather dynamic
nature of lipolanthine-LPs and their varying degree of
inherent a-helical propensity, which might be exploited upon
interaction with the corresponding enzymes. We speculated
that stabilization of the a-helix would originate from hydro-
phobic contributions to the binding energy involving the
highly conserved (qxx)qxxqxxq motif. In order to further
confirm our structural model of lipolanthine-LPs and study
substrate recognition through MicKC and MicD we per-
formed an Ala scan of the N-terminal region of MicA to
disturb its q1xxq2xxq3 motif, and monitored avionin formation
in vitro by means of HR-HPLC-MS to assess the impact on
enzymatic processing. In agreement with our in-silico pre-
dictions, only MicA variants L-17A (q1), L-14A (q2), L-11A as
well as L-11E (q3) abolished avionin formation (Table S21),
whereas all replacements in other positions, including polar
and ionic residues (S-18A, E-16A, Q-15A, E-13A and E-3A), had

no significant impact on substrate conversion (Figure 4c).
Notably, due to the high preference of Ala to adopt an a-
helical conformation,[30] we expected Ala replacements to
stabilize the a-helix in the corresponding MicA variants. The
inhibition of avionin formation in the case of Leu!Ala
variants thus underlines the importance of branched, hydro-
phobic residues flanking one side of the recognition a-helix,
whilst ionic and polar interactions seem to play a minor role
for recruitment of the LP to the modifying enzymes (Fig-
ure 4c).

To further assess the importance of a-helical properties,
we introduced Pro at key positions in the leader region of
MicA to diminish a-helix formation. Variations in the central
segment of the a-helix of MicA (L-14P and A-12P) abolished
avionin formation, whereas replacements at the ends of the a-
helix (S-18P, E-16P and A-9P) as well as in the linker region

(A-5P) had no significant impact on substrate conversion
(Figure 4d), revealing not only the conserved motif but also
the helical structure to be essential for enzymatic conversion.

In order to decode the individual effects of LP variations
on MicKC and MicD respectively, we repeated the assays
with each enzyme separately, thereby revealing significantly
different substrate requirements. While the activity of MicD
was unaffected by any amino acid exchange within the LP, the
activity of MicKC was abolished, whenever the qxxqxxq motif
was altered (Figure 4c,d) Only an N-terminal truncation of
MicA by six amino acids impeded decarboxylation by MicD
(Table S21). The inhibition of avionin formation, observed in
the combined MicKC-MicD reactions (Figure 4c, d), can
therefore directly be attributed to the requirements of MicKC
towards its cognate LP. Considering that LanD enzymes, for
example, EpiD involved in epidermin biosynthesis,[34] gener-
ally exhibit a limited specificity towards their substrates (high
yield of reactive enethiol-intermediates),[13] it stands to
question how efficient catalytic turnover is regulated and
formation of unspecific side-products is prevented. The
comparison of single and combined reactions indicates that
the activity of MicD is regulated by MicKC, even if MicKC is
incapable of converting the substrate (Figure 4c,d and S20–
39). To further decode these substrate requirements we
performed an Ala-scan of the CP revealing the C-terminal
Cys as essential for conversion by either enzyme, whereas
MicD exhibited additional specificity for the CP length, hence
not accepting any amino acid introductions (Table S22).
Furthermore, the acceptance of a Ser2Thr variant suggest
the potential for methyl-avionin formation. At last, MicKC
was able to dehydrate various CP variants, only being effected
by exchanges of Ser5 or Cys8 involved in B-ring formation
(Table S22, Figure S41–51).

To further analyze these effects, the reactions with MicA
were quenched at different time points. In the MicD-only and
MicKC/MicD-coupled reactions, nearly all MicA was con-
verted after 2.5 h. By contrast, a significant amount of Dha
formation was only observed in MicKC-only reactions
after an extended incubation time of > 10 h (Figure S17–
19). These results suggest a mutual regulatory mechanism in
which the catalytic activity of MicKC is significantly triggered
in the presence of MicD. On the other hand, MicD is fully
active alone in vitro, yet its activity is controlled by MicKC—
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either through allosteric effects or substrate control (Fig-
ure 4c,d).

Intrigued by the mutual regulation of LanKC and LanD
enzymes and the genome mining results, we cloned and
investigated three further lipolanthine systems, namely
FlaKC/FlaD (subtype I, S. flavochromogenes), the BicKC/
BicD system (subtype IV, S. bicolor) and the LanD-inde-
pendent LydKC (subtype III; S. lydicus) to obtain further
insight into lipolanthine biosynthesis. Incubation of FlaA
together with FlaKC and FlaD resulted in avionin formation,
whereas FlaKC was inactive in the absence of its partner
enzyme (Table 1, Figure S65). Similar to MicKC, BicKC
alone was only partially able to dehydrate its precursor
peptides BicA1 and BicA2 (Figure S52–53) (Table 1). Avio-
nin formation through BicKC/BicD was observed for both
precursor peptides, with Thr4 (A-ring) of BicA2 being addi-
tionally dehydrated to Dhb, whilst Ser4 of BicA1 remained
unmodified. Investigation of the LanD-independent LydKC
reaction resulted in a mass shift of @54 Da for LydA arising
from the formation of Lab and Dhb (Figure S54). As
predicted, this system was furthermore able to convert
a precursor peptide variant with an additional C-terminal
Gly residue (LydA-G9), suggesting that larger lipolanthines
with more than eight amino acids are accessible with this
subtype (Table 1, Figure S55). Finally, we performed assays
combining LanD-independent LydKC with other lipolanthine
LanDs. However, none of the reactions resulted in avionin
formation (Figure S56).

Taken together these results suggest a significant differ-
ence between these LanKCs, in which the LanD-independent
systems readily produce labionin (and Dhb) in the absence of
other enzymes, whereas LanD-dependent LanKCs cannot
produce labionin and only are fully active in the presence of
their respective partner-LanD, always yielding avionin. Even
though previous studies investigated cysteine decarboxylas-
es[34–36] and multiple crystal structures were obtained,[13,37, 38] so
far no conclusive experimental insight into the cooperativity
with lanthipeptide synthetases were reported. A previous
study on mutacin 1140 biosynthesis showed that a LanD
knock-out rendered the formation of lanthionine instead of
AviCys.[39] However, since no quantification or time-depen-

dent analysis was performed this might very well be ascribed
to residual activity of the synthetase in the absence of its
partner as also observed for MicKC (Figure S17–19), which
produced small amounts of Dha and Lan after prolonged
incubation with MicA.[9]

Our findings implicate a high selectivity of LanKCs for
their respective LPs, whereas LanD activity is dictated by the
CP sequence. To this end, we synthesized hybrid precursor
peptides combining LPs and CPs from different lipolanthine
systems and investigated the impact on conversion through
MicKC/MicD or FlaKC/FlaD (Table S23–24 and Figure S57–
72). These results show that both LanDs had high specificity
towards the CP sequence, independent of the attached LP.
Furthermore, MicKC showed a clear preference for its
cognate LP, dehydrating four different attached CPs (MicACP,
TsuACP, NocACP and SgeACP) and rejecting only FlaACP

(Tables S23–24). We could not investigate FlaKC as it is
completely inactive in the absence of FlaD.

Proteolytic Degradation of MicA

During RiPP biosynthesis, the LP does not only guide the
installation of post-translational modifications (PTMs)
through respective modifying enzymes,[1] but subsequently
needs to be proteolytically removed to obtain the mature
compound. In lipolanthine biosynthesis this becomes even
more essential as the unique lipidation of the avionin moiety
requires preceding LP removal (Figure 1b).

Recent studies characterized AplP and related peptidases,
which are responsible for LP degradation during the biosyn-
thesis of different class-III and -IV lanthipeptides.[18,40] These
studies proposed a highly conserved (L/V)-(L/F)-(D/E)-L-Q
motif as the cleavage site within all class-III and a PDLL
motif in class-IV lanthipeptide LPs.[18, 40] However, such
a motif is not present in the microvionin LP (see Figure 3b,
4a and S1), but a similar sequence (LEQLE) occurs within
the identified q1xxq2xxq3 motif. Moreover, we identified two
AplP-peptidase homologues, MicP1 and MicP2, in the
genome of M. arborescens. We therefore set out to investigate
if these enzymes also recognize the identified motif and if
they are indeed able to fully remove the LP. Hence, we cloned
and expressed the genes micP1 and micP2, and investigated
the corresponding enzyme activities towards MicA (see SI
“peptidase”). Incubations of MicA with either enzyme for 4 h
showed similar cleavage patterns, yet revealed a significantly
faster cleavage rate for MicP2 (Figure S8), which therefore
was chosen for a more detailed characterization. This shows
significant differences between MicP2 and other recently
characterized peptidases catalyzing LP cleavage in class-IV
lanthipeptides,[40] which are only active after 24 h, following
an unknown activation event.

Incubation of MicP2 with MicKC and MicD-processed
MicA for 72 h yielded the corresponding avionin-containing
CP as a main product, demonstrating that MicP2 was indeed
able to fully remove the LP (Figure S10). A shortened
incubation time (1 h) yielded a clearly assignable set of
proteolytic peptides, which displayed a preferential cleavage
C-terminally of acidic residues (especially Glu), and, to

Table 1: Lipolanthine systems and observed modifications installed
within the CPs. Dehydration of Thr to Dhb is indicated by an asterisk.
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a lesser extent, cleavage N-terminally of Ala-Ala motifs
(Figure 5b and Figure S13–16). This was further supported by
results obtained for the linear mutant peptide MicA-E-13A,
where the introduction of a second Ala-Ala motif clearly
altered the cleavage pattern (Figure 5b and Table S14). For
some linear peptides, an additional cleavage was observed for
example, within the CP (Figure S8–9) and around Ala-9

(Figure 5b), suggesting a considerably loose substrate specif-
icity rather than a strict adherence to a conserved cleavage
site. This stands in opposition to other recently characterized
peptidases, which were suggested to adhere to conserved
cleavage motifs.[18, 40]

The contradictory cleavage sites between the recently
characterized peptidases[18,40] and MicP2 indicate that, even
though related, these peptidases might not share conserved
substrate specificities, but rather developed strain-specific
cleavage patterns. However, acidic residues are highly
prevalent in all class-III and class-IV lanthipeptide LPs
(Figure 3b) and appear to represent a more widespread trait
of LPs to achieve solubility, recognition and degradation
(Figure 6). All recently characterized peptidases[18, 40] pro-
duced fragments that could indicate cleavage C- or N-
terminally of acidic residues, which were proposed to
originate from exopeptidase activity rather than an initial

cleavage event. We however point out that this could also
indicate endopeptidase cleavage guided by acidic residues,
which has to be investigated in future experiments. Finally, it
should be mentioned, that LP sequences appear to have
evolved for intrinsic a-helical propensities with limited
thermodynamic stability. Such fine-tuned mechanism would
allow for an efficient recruitment by modifying enzymes, but
would not cause a stable structure free in solution which could
hamper proteolytic maturation of modified precursor pep-
tides, in particular of those awaiting N-terminal acylation such
as lipolanthines.

Conclusion

Motivated by the strong anti-MRSA activity of micro-
vionin we intended to further investigate this unique com-
pound class. We performed exhaustive genome mining and
found a wide distribution of this natural product family within
the Actinobacteria. Depending on the presence of a decar-
boxylase gene lanD, as well as PKS and NRPS genes as
characteristic features of the BGC, four lipolanthine subtypes
(I–IV) have been proposed, containing large BGCs and
various additional tailoring enzymes. Utilizing LanKC and
LanD enzymes from all four subtypes, we could generate the
first labionin and Dhb containing lipolanthines and inves-
tigate the difference between LanD-dependent and -inde-
pendent systems. Due to the unique biosynthesis pathways
combining features of lanthipeptides, polyketides and non-
ribosomal peptides, the lipolanthine BGCs represent remark-
able hybrids of multiple natural product classes: whilst the CP
is RiPP-derived, the assembly of the N-terminal MGFA
moiety requires PKS- and NRPS-related enzymes. The
presence of additional tailoring enzymes such as glycosyl
transferases and cytochrome P450 monooxygenases further
expands the expected structural diversity. The ongoing
investigation on MGFA biosynthesis and the isolation of
further lipolanthines will reveal the extent of structural
diversity, enable structure–activity relationship studies and
aid with the engineering of “custom” lipolanthines.

Our investigation of LP recognition and precursor-pep-
tide processing by HPLC-MS, CD- and NMR spectroscopy
revealed the presence of an amphipathic a-helix within
MicALP involving the (qxx)qxxqxxq motif. The motif itself is
highly conserved in all class-III and -IV lanthipeptide LPs, as
can be seen in our extensive sequence comparison (Fig-
ure S1). We could show that the corresponding a-helix in
MicALP guides maturation, that is, phosphorylation, elimina-
tion and cyclization, by MicKC yet not MicD (Figure 6).
Previous studies suggesting the preference of a-helical
structures for various LPs only relied on software-based
predictions or CD spectroscopy in the presence of high TFE
concentrations,[6, 22] known to artificially induce a-helix for-
mation.[25] Even though the enzyme-bound LP structure
awaits support by crystallization of the MicKC-MicA com-
plex, our NMR and CD data provide experimental proof of
the a-helical propensities of MicALP free in aqueous solution
without helix inducers like TFE. Notably, we consider the
strong conservation of the (qxx)qxxqxxq motif and the

Figure 5. MALDI-TOF-MS-based analysis of MicP2-mediated cleavage
of MicA variants, indicating cleavage after Glu and before Ala-Ala
motifs. Observed cleavage products of native MicA (a) and MicA-
E@13A (b) after 1 h incubation. The identified a-helix (grey), acidic
residues (bold) and the amino acid exchange (red) are highlighted.
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corresponding amphipathic character of the encoded a-helix
(Figure 3, S1 and S3), as a strong argument for its direct
involvement in the LanKC-LanA complex. Therefore, it
appears very unlikely that the LP adopts a fundamentally
different conformation upon binding. Moreover, our findings
help to understand the specificities of substrate recruitment
and potential cross-talk between non-cognate LanKC-LanA
pairs based on the different organization of amphipathicity in
the recognition a-helix (Figure S3). We further suggest that in
the unbound state, the a-helical structure is only partially
populated and thus allows for proteolytic degradation (Fig-
ure 6a). Cleavage of the cyclized CP is performed by two Zn-
dependent peptidases MicP1 and MicP2, which do not
recognize a conserved motif as previously suggested[18] but,
at least in the case of MicP2, cleave C-terminally of Glu
distributed throughout the LP. Taken together, these results
explain the amphipathic nature of these LPs, in which the
conserved, hydrophobic motif is essential for the installation
of PTMs, whereas acidic residues guide the subsequent LP
removal. Future experiments, including further class-III and
-IV lanthipeptide systems, will reveal if this mechanism is
specific to microvionin or generally applicable. Finally, we
could determine that efficient enzymatic catalysis of avionin
formation is based on different substrate requirements and
mutual regulation between MicKC and MicD. In our model,
catalytic activity of MicD is controlled by MicKC, either
allosterically or through substrate control, to avoid formation

of unspecific and reactive side products (Figure 6a). On the
other hand, the activity of MicKC is significantly enhanced in
the presence of MicD, which implies an allosteric model of
a stalled LanKC enzyme being activated by its partner LanD
enzyme.

In agreement with the LP-independent, yet CP-specific
activity of MicD, this observation hints at a MicKC-MicD
complex in which the LP is bound to MicKC, whilst the CP is
translocated between catalytic sites of both MicKC and MicD
(Figure 6b). In future studies we will address this orchestra-
tion of the four catalytic centers in the potential MicKC-MicD
complex to understand the catalytic pathway of avionin
formation.

In summary, our results shed light on the general
principles of substrate recruitment of LanKCs during lip-
olanthine biosynthesis and their interplay with LanD and
LanP enzymes. Owing to the unambiguous sequence align-
ment of LPs, we believe that these results for MicA and
MicKC might be applied to all class-III and class-IV
lanthipeptide synthetases. These principles will be essential
for any engineering efforts towards biotechnological produc-
tion of improved lipolanthines/lanthipeptides.

Figure 6. Current model of microvionin biosynthesis. a) The LP-region of MicA undergoes conformational dynamics (1) with the a-helical
propensity driving the recruitment to MicKC (2). MicKC also recruits and orchestrates MicD to fully convert the CP of MicA into an avionin
scaffold (3, see b). After release from MicKC, the LP of modified MicA again populates unstructured states that are accessible for proteolytic
cleavage by MicP (4). The free N-terminus of mature avionin is required for subsequent N-acylation to yield antibacterially active microvionin. The
specific LP-dependent recruitment to MicKC protects MicA from premature digestion by MicP and other peptidases (i), as well as from LP-
independent decarboxylation by MicD rendering reactive enethiol species (ii). (b) Once MicA is bound to MicKC, a series of well-regulated
enzymatic steps is initiated. However, the MicKC-MicA complex appears to be stalled in the absence of MicD and may require allosteric activation
(0) through a MicKC-MicD-MicA complex. In this complex, MicKC is capable of phosphorylating (1) and eliminating (2) Ser2 and Ser5 of the MicA
CP, in yet unknown order. Within the MicKC-MicD-MicA complex, MicD decarboxylates MicA in a controlled manner (3) and subsequent
cyclization (4) yields the avionin bicycle thereby suppressing any reactive enethiols in the cell.
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